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The Test of a Man

It is a test of character, the kind of test that is not made obvious. It is the test of the man who is called upon to act on the basis of the situation presented to him, without the availability of many of the factors that usually go to make up an obvious decision. It is the test of the man who is called upon to act on the basis of his own judgment, without the benefit of the advice and counsel of others.

The test is most often presented in the form of a problem, a situation that must be solved. It may be a problem of a personal nature, such as deciding whether or not to marry a certain person, or a problem of a professional nature, such as deciding whether or not to accept a certain assignment. It may be a problem of a political nature, such as deciding whether or not to support a certain candidate, or a problem of a social nature, such as deciding whether or not to support a certain cause.
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1940 Headlines Likely To Be Largely War Inspired

Finnish-Russian Fracas Still Highlights World News; Nazis Inactive

From Foreign Shores

Spartans Write To Foreign Students

Fratmen Beat Dorm Groups In Studies

Chi O Debaters-Top Sorority Tournament

Coeds Face Leap Year In Tune

Meeting leap year face to face, Michigan Board Tower retired SWL, and the Atlantic presents the Suspender Show, first formal of the winter season, 1940. The party was held Thursday night and featured the popular entertainment of the year, "The Suspender Show," which was used by the große Mittagskompanie in Berlin, Germany.

Union Plans New Dining Room

Library Lists New Books

City Treasurer Will Marry

Michigan Pickups

Honorary Inducts

College Station Completes Radio Tower and Building

Town & College Shoppe's First Semester Sale!
These Veterans Set Pace This Year

SPARTAN SPORTS

By DON ANDERSON

Basketball fans throughout the Michigan State University campus were treated to an exciting exhibition game last Saturday night when former Spartan players returned to the Fieldhouse for a friendly match. The game was played in honor of the 75th anniversary of the Fieldhouse, and the event was a patriotic display of the pride and enthusiasm felt by Spartan alumni.

Scores and Michigan State followers have been watching with keen interest the personal progress of the three former Spartan All-American stars now playing in the National Basketball Association. "We all hope these former Spartans will develop into outstanding players in the N.B.A.," one student remarked recently.

Freshman Derick "Ike" Demmer, a member of the famous 1948-49 Spartan basketball team, was among those who were present last Saturday night. "Ike" was a member of the team that won the Big Ten championship that year.

A Burning Question

By MARSHALL PINS

The state basketball tournament is just around the corner, and the question on everyone's mind is: "Which team will win the championship?"

A number of factors will influence the outcome of the tournament. The form of each team, the weather, and the personal chemistry of the players are all important considerations.

The Michigan State team is in a strong position to win the championship. The team is well-balanced, with strong performers at every position. If the Spartans can maintain their consistency and avoid any major injuries, they should be able to emerge victorious.

However, the tournament is full of surprises, and any team could win. The key is to keep playing good basketball and giving your best effort in every game.

State Thinecdas Await Opening of Fieldhouse

By H. S.

Final preparations are being made for the opening of the new Fieldhouse at Michigan State College. The new facility will provide a major boost to the Spartan athletic program and will improve the quality of the games played by the teams.

A Little Red Paint

By H. S.

The new Fieldhouse is painted in the colors of the Michigan State University, with red being the dominant color. The interior of the stadium is well-lit, and the seating area is spacious. The new Fieldhouse is a testament to the dedication of the Spartan community to the athletic program.